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Abstract
A tight integration of Mitchell’s version space algorithm with Agrawal et al.’s Apriori algorithm is
presented. The algorithm can be used to generate
patterns that satisfy a variety of constraints on data.
Constraints that can be imposed on patterns include
the generality relation among patterns and imposing a minimum or a maximum frequency on data
sets of interest.
The theoretical framework is applied to an important application in chemo-informatics, i.e. that of
finding fragments of interest within a given set of
compounds. Fragments are linearly connected substructures of compounds. An implementation as
well as preliminary experiments within the application are presented.

1 Introduction
Mannila and Toivonen [Mannila and Toivonen, 1997] formulate the general pattern discovery task as follows. Given a
database  , a language  for expressing patterns, and a constraint
the theory of   with respect to  and  , i.e.
     , find




   "!#%$'&)( . Viewed in this
*+ ,    contains
way
all sentences within the pattern language considered that make the constraint  true. This formulation of pattern discovery is generic in that it makes abstraction of several specific tasks including the discovery of
association rules, frequent patterns, inclusion dependencies,
functional dependencies, frequent episodes, ... Also, efficient
algorithms for solving these tasks are known (cf. [Mannila
and Toivonen, 1997]).
So far the the type of constraint that has been considered
is rather simple and typically relies on the frequency of patterns. In the past decade the data mining community spent
a lot of effort to efficiently compute patterns having a minimum frequency, such as e.g. Apriori [Agrawal et al., 1993].
In this paper, we will extend this popular data mining model
by allowing the user to specify a variety of different constraints on the patterns of interest. The constraints that will
be considered involve generality constraints on patterns, e.g.
to specify that the patterns of interest are (resp. are not)
more general than a specific pattern, as well as frequency

constraints. Frequency constraints that are considered either
impose a maximum or a minimum frequency on a data set
of interest. These constraints can then be combined e.g. in
order to discover all patterns that are more general than pattern - , have a minimum frequency .0/ on the dataset 1 , and
a maximum frequency .32 on data set 4 . The result is a flexible and declarative query language to specify the patterns
of interest. From this point of view, the work also fits in
the inductive database framework considered by researchers
such as [Imielinski and Mannila, 1996; Han et al., 1999;
De Raedt, 2000].
The key problem in discovering theories that involve a conjunction of primitive constraints 56/798:8;8 735=< is to efficiently
combine the solvers for the primitive constraints 5=> . It is at
this point where Mitchell’s version space approach [Mitchell,
1982] is extremely useful. Indeed, each of the primitive constraints results in a version space. Consider e.g. the minimum
frequency constraint. As shown by [Mannila and Toivonen,
1997], the minimum frequency constraint results in a space of
solutions with the most general pattern ? as the only element
of the @ -set and the A"BDC boundary as the E -set. Because
this property holds for all primitive constraints, the space of
solutions of the conjunction of constraints can also be specified as a version space. Moreover, it can F in principle F
be computed using Hirsh’s version space intersection method
[Hirsh, 1994]. However, rather than applying Hirsh’s framework, we will employ a tighter integration of version spaces
with Apriori.
To demonstrate the relevance of level-wise version spaces,
we present an implementation as well as experiments in the
domain of molecular fragment finding. Molecular fragments
are sequences of linearly connected atoms. They are useful and important for the induction of so-called StructureActivity Relationships (SARs), which are statistical models
that relate chemical structure to biological activity. The use
of automatically derived fragments in SARs originates from
the CASE/MultiCASE systems developed by [Rosenkranz et
al., 1999]. With more than 150 published references, the
CASE/MultiCASE systems are the most extensively used
SAR and predictive toxicology systems. Previous approaches
in these areas are based on the “decomposition” of individual
compounds: these methods generate all fragments occurring
in a given single compound. In this regard, our contribution
is a language that enables the formulation of complex queries

regarding fragments – users can specify precisely which fragments
G they are interested in. We also implemented an efficient
solver to answer queries in this language. Thus, from the algorithmic point of view, it is no longer necessary to process
the results of queries post-hoc.
Molecular fragment finding has also been studied within
the context of inductive logic programming and knowledge discovery in databases. For instance, Warmr [Dehaspe and Toivonen, 1999] or the approach by Inokuchi et
al. [Inokuchi et al., 2000] have been used in this context.
Warmr is a system discovering frequently succeeding Datalog queries, and thus is not restricted to fragments. The approach by Inokuchi et al. deals with arbitrary frequent subgraphs, and thus is not restricted to linear fragments. Both
approaches differ in that their pattern domain is more expressive, but finding frequent patterns is likely to be more expensive and complex than for linear fragments. Another approach to fragment finding is bottom-up propositionalization
[Kramer and Frank, 2000]. All of these approaches handle
only minimum frequency thresholds.
In contrast to all these approaches, the presented work allows the specification of all sorts of constraints, for instance
regarding generality or frequency. Also, for the first time,
one can pose constraints on the maximum frequency of fragments, and not only on the minimum frequency.
Finally, we would like to stress that the integration with
version spaces results in a very compact representation of the
resulting solutions. Previous methods would typically output
all patterns within the version space. This is interesting for
understandability reasons and also for further learning with
these fragments as features.
The paper is organised as follows : in Section 2, we introduce the molecular fragment finding task and the primitives for querying such fragments, in Section 3, we present
the level-wise version space algorithm, in Section 4, we discuss some experiments in molecular fragment finding, and in
Section 5, we conclude and touch upon related work.
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Molecular fragment finding
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Figure 1: Example compound in a 2-D representation. ’ 5=NRF
5*OS5*OT5UOT5FVJ ’ is an example fragment occurring in the
molecule.
A molecular fragment W covers an example compound & if
and only if W considered as a graph is a subgraph of example
& . For instance, fragment ’5=NXF35OY5ZO[5ZO[5\F3J ’ covers the
example compound in Fig. 1.
There are a number of interesting properties of the language of molecular fragments ] :

^

fragments in ] are partially ordered by the is more general than relation; when fragment _ is more general than
fragment  we will write _a`b ;

^

within this partial order, two syntactically different fragments are equivalent only when they are a reversal of
one another; e.g. ’ 5cFVJ*Fd ’ and ’ FVJ*F95 ’ denote the
same substructure;

^ _[`e

if and only if _ is a subsequence of  or _ is a
subsequence of the reversal of  ; e.g. ’ 5fF*J ’ ` ’ 5fF*JLFU ’.

^

there is a unique maximally general fragment (the empty
fragment), which we denote by ?

^

there is no maximally specific fragment; however, for
convenience we add an artificial one to ] , which we
denote by g .

2 Framework
The task to which we will apply our integrated version space
- Apriori framework is that of finding all molecular fragments
that satisfy a conjunction of constraints 5 / 7H8:8;8I75 < .
A molecular fragment is defined as a sequence of linearly
connected atoms. For instance, ’ JFKLFM5 ’ is a fragment meaning: “an oxygen atom with a single bond to a sulfur atom with
a single bond to a carbon atom”. In such expressions ’ 5 ’, ’4 ’,
’ 5=N ’, etc. denote elements, and ’ F ’ denotes a single bond, ’=’
a double bond, ’#’ a triple bond, and ’ O ’ an aromatic bond.
As common in the literature, we only consider “heavy” (i.e.,
non-hydrogen) atoms in this paper.
We assume that the system is given a database of example
compounds and that each of the example compounds in the
database is described using a 2-D representation. The information given there consists of the elements of the atoms of
a molecule and the bond orders (single, double, triple, aromatic). An example compound in such a representation is
shown in Fig. 1.
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Note that the representation of molecular fragments is relatively restricted compared to some other representations employed in data mining, such as first-order queries [Dehaspe
and Toivonen, 1999] or subgraphs [Inokuchi et al., 2000]. Although fragments are a relatively restricted representation of
chemical structure, it is easy for trained chemists to recognize
the functional group(s) that a given fragment occurs in. Thus,
the interpretation of a fragment reveals more than meets the
eye.

2.2

Constraints on fragments

The task addressed in this paper is that of finding the set of
all fragments Whi] which satisfy a conjunction of primitive
constraints 56/R7a8:8;8 7"5=< . The primitive constraints 5=> imposed
on the unknown target fragments W are :

^ Wd`j1 , H
1 `TW , k  WV`l1



and k 19`WR : where W is the
unknown target fragment and 1 is a specific pattern; this
type of primitive constraint denotes that W should (not)

be more specific (general) than the specified fragment 1 ;
e.g. the constraint ’ 5FbJ ’ `mW specifies that W should
be more specific than ’ 5FVJ ’, i.e. that W should contain
’ 5cF9J ’ as a subsequence;

^ W' &%  'W Ba denotes the frequency of a fragment W on a
set of molecules B ; the frequency of a fragment W w.r.t.
a dataset B is defined as the number of molecules in B
that W covers;
^ W' &%  W'B / n`b! , W' &%  W'B 2 op! where ! is a positive
integer and BD/ and Bq2 are sets of molecules; this constraint denotes that the frequency of W on the dataset Bq>
should be larger than (resp.
 smaller than) or equal to ! ;
e.g. the constraint W' &% W' rUJ%ZosItut denotes that the
target fragments W should have a minimum frequency of
100 on the set of molecules rUJ .
These primitive constraints can now conjunctively be combined in order to declaratively specify the target fragments of
interest. Note that the conjunction may specify constraints
w.r.t. any number of datasets, e.g. imposing a minimum frequency on a set of active molecules, and a maximum one
on
of inactive
 ’5'Fva J set
 ones. E.g. the following constraint:

’ `wWR  7*k Wh` ’ 5'FqJ+FxRFq5'FvJ+Fv ’  7WL &% W' y5z! {o
s6t)t"7wW'%&% W' |)4}y,5z! 9`~u queries for all fragments that
include the sequence ’ 5FJ ’, are not a subsequence of
’ 5MFYJxFvFY5MFYJDF ’, have a frequency on y,5z! that is
larger than 100 and and a frequency on |)4}y,5=! that is smaller
than 5.

3 Solving constraints
In this section,
to find the set of all so we will discuss how
to a conjunctive constraint
lutions IJ N 56/,78;8:87V5=< in ]
5 / 7h8;8:8%75 < .

3.1

The search space

Due to the fact that the primitive constraints
dent of one another, it follows that

5>

are indepen-

IJ N  5 / 7h8;8;8I7i5 < 6J N  5 / }h8:8;8I3IJ N  5 < 

So, we can find the overall solutions by taking the intersection of the primitive ones.
Secondly, each of the primitive constraints 5 is monotonic
or anti-monotonic w.r.t. generality (cf. [Mannila and Toivonen, 1997]). A constraint 5 is anti-monotonic (resp. monotonic) w.r.t. generality whenever

 ) _D  _a`%R7  U0IJ N  5   _a6J N  5 
 _IJ N  5   IJ N  5  ). The basic
(resp.

anti-monotonic
constraints in our framework are:  W`

1'=W' &%  W'Bapo. , the basic monotonic ones are 1`
WRzW' &I W' BaZ`b. . Furthermore the negation of a monotic
constraint is anti-monotonic and vice versa.
Monotonic and anti-monotonic constraints are important
because their solution space is bounded by a border. This fact
is well-known in both the data mining literature (cf. [Mannila and Toivonen, 1997]), where the borders are often denoted by A"B C , as well as the machine learning literature (cf.

[Mitchell, 1982]), where the symbols E and @ are typically
used.
To define borders, we need the notions of minimal and
maximal elements of a set w.r.t. generality. Let  be a set
of fragments, then define

 MT W3)kXK)W`bf(
 M%WkX"u"`W (


We can now define the borders E 5 and @ 5 1 of a primitive
constraint 5 as
E  5[.i4  IJ N  56  )4}*@  56.3f-  6J N  5 
5 will have @  5?K( and
Anti-monotonic constraints

for proper constraints
E 50
  gK( ; proper monotonic con
straints have E 5n gK( and @ 56US
  ?K( . Furthermore, as
in Mitchell’s version space framework we have that
IJ N  56T W3]  U0E  56z¡_ai@  5n _`pWh`bu(


This last property implies that E 5 (resp. @ 56 ) are proper
borders for anti-monotone (resp. monotone) constraints.
So, we have that the set of solutions IJ N 5 >  to each primitive constraint
a simple
space completely charac 5=>is and
 5> version
.
Therefore,
the set of solutions
terized
by
E
@
IJ N  5 / 78;8:8 7j5 <  to a conjunctive constraint 5 / 78;8:8 7j5 <
will
also be completely characterized by the corresponding
E  56/798;8:8 735=< and @  56/798:8;8 735=<  . At this point there are
two issues:


1. computing the borders E 5=> and @ 5> for each primitive constraint 5 >


2. computing the E 56/ 7x8:8;8  7U5=<L and @  56/L7q8:8;8 7U5=<' given
the individual borders E 5 >  and @ 5 > 
.3f.i4

The first issue could be addressed using (variants of) the
common level-wise algorithm for data mining (cf. [Mannila
and Toivonen, 1997]). The second one could – in principle
– be solved using Hirsh’s version space merging algorithm.
By now, it is probably clear that we need to integrate the
level-wise algorithm with that of version spaces. However,
rather than taking a loose coupling of the two approaches (as
sketched above) we will provide a tighter integration of the
two approaches. As we will show in the experimental section, this will lead to computational advantages.
The integrated algorithm computes the overall border sets
incrementally. It initializes the borders E and @ with the
minimal and maximal elements, and then repeatedly updates
for each primitive constraint. To update the borders with regard to a primitive constraint involving generality, it employs
Mellish ’s description identification algorithm. Mellish’s algorithm extends Mitchell’s version space algorithm in that
it not only allows to process constraints fo the type W`1
and k  WY`1' 2 but also handles the dual constraints 1`¢W
and k 1Y`mWR . Secondly, to update the version space w.r.t.
frequency constraints, the integrated algorithm uses a variant
of the level-wise algorithm that starts from the given borders
rather than from ? or g .
1
At this point, we will follow Mitchell’s terminology, because he
works with two dual borders (a set of maximally general solutions
and a set of maximally specific ones ). In data mining, one
typically only works with the -set.
2
The positive and negative examples in concept-learning.
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3.2

Mellish’s description identification algorithm

In order to formulate Mellish’s description identification algorithm, we need to introduce some operations on fragments
W / and W 2 .

^ _XN¦¥  uW /IW 26[.if-+%WhuWu/`bWqf4}UW 2§`bW (
the smallest “merged” fragments
^ N¨$¥  Wu/IW 26[.4\ W0Wh`pWu/f4}§W0`bW2 (
the largest common subfragments
^ ._X  Wu/%W 2.if-} WHuWu/`pWxf4}4}J%!  Wh`bW26(
the smallest fragments more specific than W / but not
more general than W 2
^ ._  W / W 2 .4\%WHWh`pW / f4}4}J%!  W 2 `WR(
the largest fragments more general than Wu/ but not more
specific than W 2
Notice that these
frag¨ª operators may
ª ª generate
ª moreª than
ª ª  ª ( one
ment; e.g. N©$R¥ Jl«5h JV a J
. These

operations can now be used to instantiate Mellish’s algorithm:

E := gK( ; @¬ ?K( ;
for all primitive constraint 5 do
case 5 of 1`bW :
E :=  UEpz1`pu(
@ := max _XN¦¥*I_XN¦¥i_XN¦¥

 1+ _XRf4}_D@[f4}

U0Ew _XN¦¥Z`bu(

case 5 of W0`91 :
@ := 6_Di@¢I_D`91}(
E := min %N©$R¥, N¨$¥,iN¨$¥

f_a @ _a`wN¨$¥%(

 1+%}f4}UUEf4}

case  of k W0`91' : 
E :=  UEp 4}J%! U`91'z(
@ := max 6.uf_a3@u.._

 _'¦1'

f4}§  U0Elu.`bu(
case  of k 1`WR : 
@ := 6_Di@¢%4}J%! 1`j_(
E := min I.M3Ew.i.=_  )¦1'
f4}§¡_ai@ _D`p.H(
3.3

Variants of the level-wise algorithm

The algorithms outlined below employ refinement operators.



^
^

ª

\WT±
Aª refinement operator ®X¯ WRx°.3f-} W ]
W ( , i.e. extending a fragment by one atom.

ª
Aª generalization operator ®)² rMV³.i4\%W ´]

W ±rv( , i.e. removing one atom from one side of a
fragment.

To deal with the frequency constraints 5 , we may employ
the following generalization of the level-wise algorithm. This
is the downwards version.



Let
of type W' &% W'Bacow.
µ¶ ¬5 Ybe@ a;constraint
·

¸

[

t
µ  ¹ do
while >c
{>¬Tµ 1=13 µ > and p satisfies constraint 5%(
|µ > ¸ > Fd > the setµ of infrequent
 fragments considered

> C / ¸T 1hX" > =1i®X¯     º+» »
f4}UM3Ew=1`bn)4}*®f² '1 }
| ¹§(
·¸[¼[s

endwhile
¶

@¸Y  º » »
Ew¸.4  

To explain the algorithm, let us first consider the case
where Ew gK( and @ ?K( . In this case, the above algoµ
rithm will behave roughly as the level-wise algorithm. The >
will then contain only fragments of size  and the algorithm
will keep track of the set of frequent fragments {> as well as
the infrequent ones. The algorithm will
µ then repeatedly compute a set of candidate refinements > / , delete those fragC
ments that cannot be frequent by looking at the frequency
of its generalizations, and evaluate the resulting possibly frequent
fragments on the database. This process continues until
µ > becomes
empty.
The basic modifications to the level-wise algorithm that
we made are concerned with the fact that we need not consider any fragment that is not in the already computed version space (i.e. any element not between an element of the
@ and the E set). Secondly, we have to compute the updated
E set, which should contain all frequent fragments whose refinements are all infrequent.
Finding the updated @ and E sets can also beµ realized
in
¶ with the
the dual manner. In this case, one will initialize
elements of E and proceed otherwise completely dual.
The resulting upwards algorithm is shown below:



of type W' &% W'Bacow.
Let
µ ¶ ¬5 beE a; constraint
·¸Yt
µ
 ¹ do
while >c
 > ¬Tµ 1=13 µ > and p satisfies constraint 5%(
|µ > ¸ > Fd > the setµ of infrequent
 fragments considered

> C /§¸T 1hX" >=1i ®f² +¦º+f4}»  »
f_D@ _`H1v)4}*® ¯ 1}
 Y¹U(
·¸[¼[s
endwhile
@¸_Dº+@» I» _UIf!# %W'& ·5%(
Ew¸.4  

Whether the top down or bottom up version works more
efficiently is likely to depend on the application and query
under consideration. At this point it remains an open question
as to when which strategy works more efficiently.
Finally, it is also possible to modify the above algorithms
(exploiting the dualities) in order to
 handle monotonic frequency constraint of the form W' &% W'Ba`b. . In this case,
one can use the following algorithm (or its dual):



Let
of type W' &% W'Bac`w.
µ¶ ¬5 Ybe@ a;constraint
·

¸

[

t
µ  ¹ do
while > 
|=>¸T µ 1h1 µ > and p satisfies constraint 5 (
{µ >¬ >RF9|> the setµ of frequent
 fragments considered

> C / ¸T 1hX" > =1i®X¯     º » »
f4}UM3Ew=1`bn)4}*® ² '1 }
| ¹§(
·¸[¼[s
endwhile ¦º » »
@¸[.if- | 
Ew¸T%M3EbIf!# IW'#& ·5%(

3.4

Optimisations

Various optimisations to the algorithms are possible.
First, though we have adopted the standard level-wise algorithm to search for the borders when handling frequency
constraints, it would also be possible to adopt some more recent and more efficient algorithms, such as those presented
by [Bayardo, 1998; Gunopulos et al., 1997]. These directly
focus on the most specific (the longest) patterns, i.e. the E set.
Secondly, Apriori-style algorithms can be made more efficient, if elements of one level in level-wise search are combined to give the candidates for the subsequent one. This can
also be done for fragments. For instance, if ’ JKFw*Fw5 ’ and
’ 'FK5FKJ ’ are known to be frequent at level 3, ’ J}F"'FK5F"J ’ is
a candidate for a frequent fragment at level 4. However, several variants (with respect to order) have to be considered; e.g.
’ J FD+Fx5 ’ and ’ +FqJ{Fx5 ’ can be combined into ’ 5Fx+FxJ{Fq5 ’
as well as into ’ 5cFVJ,FV,F95 ’.
Thirdly, we keep track of the fragments in canonical form.
As indicated earlier, each fragment is equivalent to its reversal. In the implementation, we use the canonical form of a
fragment which is defined as the maximum (w.r.t. a lexicographic ordering) of the fragment and its reversal. The implementation of the operators takes care of this.
Fourthly, one problem with the implementation of the
framework for fragments stems from the fact that the bottom g is not  a “valid” fragment that can be manipulated. In
particular, ®f² g§ is not defined. Thus, we cannot search upwards from the set E if ElSgK( . Instead, we have to search
downwards from @ . If however, E is not equal to  gK( , then
we can process maximum frequency constraints
“upwards”
  is undefined),
starting with E . For the same reason (®f² g§

we cannot start a query with a constraint k WV`w1' , where 1
is a concrete fragment.

3.5

Optimisation primitives

Two primitives that seem especially useful are minimize and
maximize. Indeed, one could imagine being interested in
those fragments that satisfy a number of constraints and in addition have maximum frequency on a certain dataset or minimally general. It is easy to extend the framework
with prim
itives .4R.i½f& 5 5z%!  and .3f- .i½f& 5 5z%!  that finds
those fragments in ] that satisfy a conjunctive constraint 5
and that are minimal or maximal with regard to the specified criterion. In this paper we consider only criteria that are
monotonic or anti-monotonic (such as frequency and generality).
In order to find the elements with regard to these optimisation primitives, one first computes the E and @ sets with
regard to 5 and then selects those elements within E or @ (depending on the 5z%! ) that are minimal or maximal with regard
to the criterion.

4 Experiments
In order to validate our approach, we applied it to the Predictive Toxicology Evaluation challenge dataset of Srinivasan et
al. [Srinivasan et al., 1999]. This data set consists of over 300
compounds (and takes more than 1 Mbyte of memory in its

Prolog encoding) and has been used as a standard benchmark
in predictive toxicology and artificial intelligence. In this application, the goal is to discover molecular fragments that are
(relatively) frequent in carcinogenic compounds and infrequent in non-carcinogenic compounds. Such activating, toxic
fragments are called structural alerts in the toxicological literature [Ashby and Patton, 1993]. One interesting question
in this context is whether it is possible to rediscover known
alerts. In the following, we summarize our experience with
the new approach with example queries and systematic experiments.

4.1

Some interesting queries

One open research question in toxicological research is the
role of chlorinated compounds in carcinogenicity. In the new
framework, an example query concerning chlorinated fragments that are frequent in active compounds and infrequent
in inactive ones looks as follows:

 ª 5N ª `WRR7  W' &%  'W y5z! nob¾u~uR7  W'%&%  W' |)4}y,5z! n`b~u

A related query concerns the existence of activating, nonhalogenated fragments:

k ªW ª b
` WR}73k  ª 5=N ª `bWRR73k  ª ¥ ª `pWR}7ik  ª  ª `WR 7
 W' &%  W'y,5z! op¾u~)R7  W' &%  W' |)4}y,5=! n`p~)
4.2

Quantitative results

To gather more quantitative evidence, we performed systematic experiments in the above domain. From the application
side, it is quite clear that structural alerts are relatively rare
for carcinogenicity, so that it can safely be assumed that alerts
have a frequency of less than 25 in the positive, active compounds. Also, we are not interested in fragments with any frequencies in the positive resp. negative examples. Rather, we
are seeking fragments that are, statistically significant, overrepresented in the active compounds and under-represented in
the inactives. Setting the minimum frequency in the actives
2
to 6, 10, 16 and 20, respectively, we apply the ¿ -Test to a
¾§ÀD¾ contingency table with the class as one variable and the
occurrence of the fragment as the other one to determine the
maximum allowable frequency in the inactive compounds. In
this way, we obtain maximum frequency thresholds of 0, 2, 5
and 7, respectively. For instance, we require the minimum to
be 6 and the maximum to be 0 for the first experiment.
Methodwise, we performed a comparison of three approaches to the search for these fragments. Each of these
approaches consists of two stages: the first stage handling
the minimum frequency query (using the first algorithm in
Section 3.3), and the second stage handling the maximum
frequency query. The three approaches differ in the second
stage, dealing with the maximum frequency query.
The first approach is based on version spaces, searching
upwards from E (using the dual version of the third algorithm
in Section 3.3). In Table 1, the results for this method can
be found in the column for $f1 . In contrast, the second one
searches downwards, starting from ? until all elements of set
@ are determined (using the third algorithm in Section 3.3 –

min
6
10
16
20

max
0
2
5
7

$f1
353.4
166.7
60.2
49.2

)J%Á,4
335.0
137.9
61.1
53.8

1LJ6!
436.5
163.9
70.6
55.7

Table 1: Runtimes in seconds on a Pentium II.
column fJ%ÁZ4 in Table 1). The third method performs simple post-processing (column 1LJ6! in the table): it filters those
fragments that are too frequent in the given dataset. Table 1
summarizes the runtimes of these three methods for the given
minimum/maximum frequency parameter settings in seconds
CPU time.
The outcome of these experiments is not clear a priori, because additional bookkeeping is done by our Version Space
approach. Still, the experiments show that in 7 out of 8 cases,
the Version Space approach pays: it outperforms the rather
ad-hoc post-processing method in terms of computation time.
Another result from the experiments is that – for the given
queries – it does not make a big difference whether we search
upwards or downwards for maximum frequency queries.
Perhaps the most important outcome of the experiments is
the answers to the queries, which are shown below. They indicate that – for the given queries – version spaces constitute
indeed a suitable and compact representation for the solution
sets to the queries. Also, as outlined above, the computational
time needed for answering the queries is reasonable.
6:0: G={c-c-c-c-o-c-c˜c}
S={c-c-c-c-o-c-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c}
10:2: G={c˜c-c˜c, br,
c-o-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c-n,c-o-c˜c-n}
S={c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c,
br-c, c-o-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c-n,
c-o-c˜c-n}
16:5: G=S={c-c˜c˜c˜c-n}
20:7: G=S={n-c˜c˜c˜c˜c˜c-o,
c-c˜c˜c˜c-n,n-c˜c-o}
Further results and experiments in the context of feature construction and propositionalization can be found in
[Kramer and De Raedt, 2001].

5 Conclusions and Related Work
The presented work contributes to 1) the theory of data mining and machine learning because of its integration of version
spaces with the level-wise algorithm, 2) the framework of inductive databases, because the constraints can and should be
interpreted as queries in a molecular fragment finding language, and, as discussed above, 3) to molecular fragment
finding. We briefly review the key contributions in these domains and relate to relevant work where possible.
With regard to 1) and 2) our work builds on that by [De
Raedt, 2000; 1998], who presents an integration of the version space and level-wise algorithms. However, we expand
our earlier theoretical work in various respects. Indeed, in
contrast to our earlier work, we report on an implementation,
experiments that show the validity of the framework and an

application in molecular fragment finding. Thus our work
provides – for the first time – evidence that the framework is
not only of theoretical interest but also effective with regard
to applications.
With regard to 1), the presented algorithm provides a generalized theoretical framework for data mining. The resulting
framework extends the borders in the levelwise techniques
sketched by [Mannila and Toivonen, 1997], who link the
level-wise algorithm to the E set of Mitchell’s version space
approach but do not further exploit the version space model.
The experimental evidence indicates that this approach could
form a viable extension to the classical level-wise algorithm.
Using two borders (i.e. the version space representation)
to characterize the space of solutions to inductive queries is
also done by [Dong and Li, 1999]. They use the version space
representation to search for emerging patterns. Emerging patterns are defined as itemsets whose supports increase significantly from one dataset to another. Such patterns are also
closely related to the significant fragments we discover using
the ¿ 2 test. However, the primitive constraints we support
seem to be different from those by [Dong and Li, 1999]. To
compute the borders, Dong and Li do not employ the levelwise algorithm. Instead, they rely on more efficient algorithms such as Bayardo’s [1998] Max-Miner. In principle it
must be possible to adapt these more recent algorithms [Bayardo, 1998; Gunopulos et al., 1997] to our framework too.
For what concerns 2), our work can also be regarded as a
domain specific inductive database [Imielinski and Mannila,
1996; Meo et al., 1998]. As sketched by [Han et al., 1999],
inductive databases allow the user to specify constraints on
the patterns of interest. Recently, many of these constraints
have been considered in the data mining literature, cf. e.g.
[Ng et al., 1998; Han et al., 2000; 1999]. In this context
however, the use of frequency constraints on different data
sets seems new.
Finally, let us also note that the presented work on discovering molecular structures and regularities (also using version
spaces) is related to the well-known Meta-Dendral system by
[Buchanan and Mitchell, 1978].
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